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Lighting the future

Dille grants given
By RYAN JACOBS
Staff Writer

‘Don’t need no sign’

Lack of traffic posts makes roads dangerous
in neighborhood near campus, grade school
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

Moorhead resident Dorothy
Rowell has seen vehicles collide on the corner of 12th
Street and 18th Avenue, near
her home, including an accident this past winter that took
out a telephone pole.
MSUM sophomore Jacob
Score once heard a loud bang
while walking to school, cars
crashing behind him on 12th
Street and 16th Avenue.
And on the corner of 12th
Street and 14th Avenue,
in this neighborhood just
a few blocks south of campus, retired MSUM professor
Yvonne Condell has had a car
nearly land in her garage.
These residents attest to
these accidents as occurring—
increasing each year according
to one homeowner—because
no stop or yield signs stand
on any of the three four-way
intersections of their street.
The situation is the same on
nearby 16th Street, excepting

penny kelley / the advocate

A car drives through the intersection of 12th Street and 14th Avenue in Moorhead, a corner that, like others in this neighborhood
south of campus, lacks traffic signs.

a bike sign on 14th Avenue,
and the area’s intersections are
hit and miss when it comes to
traffic signs.
This neighborhood, between
20th and 12th Avenue and
20th and 11th Street, is where
Rowell has lived for 43 years.
“Lots of accidents,” Rowell
said as she washed the front
window of her blue house.
“And lots of near misses. I
just can’t believe that it’s not
more.”

She said an accident during icy conditions this winter
prompted two ambulances to
come to the scene.
“And it’s a grade school,”
she said, referencing Ellen
Hopkins Elementary just a
block south.
Condell, whose house is a
vantage point for MSUM students who park on 12th Street,
said somebody could get hit.

accidents, back page

MSUM scholarships can’t compete
By LEE MORRIS
Editor

MSUM is losing out on
attracting high-achieving students because it lacks scholarship oomph.
The university also has less
to give in the way of renewable scholarships than other
schools, though that will
change somewhat this fall.
“Are we losing students?”
asked Gina Monson, MSUM

Admissions director. “I would
say yes, we are.
“Where I get reports from
students that we are losing to
other institutions are these students with high ACT scores.”
Monson said a student who
wanted to come here just this
year instead chose NDSU,
which offered her $9,500 compared to the $2,000 MSUM
did.

money, back page

Biology 103 may do
disappearing act
due to Dragon Core,
education changes

Features, Page 4

Uh ... give me moola
Scholarships’ lack
places serious strain
on MSUM’s ability
to stay competitive

Opinion, page 6

Rediscovering poets
Professor, others dig
through Minnesota’s
women writers
from the past

A&E, page 8

Jacobs can be reached
at jacobsry@mnstate.edu.

john berdahl / the advocate
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Concordia College student Rachal Rosenfeldt, right, a mentor to Moorhead Horizon Middle School student Cheryl Krensley, works on a light experiment March 6 in Hagen. About 15 middle school students
came for the LinkingUp Mentor Program. For more photos of the mentoring, see page 5.

Nine Dille Excellence Award
Grants will go to professors
for projects next year.
The grants seek proposals
from the campus community
for innovative projects that
raise the quality of education
on campus.
The Dille fund was set up in
1994 as somewhat of a retirement gift through the MSUM
Alumni Foundation for former MSUM President Roland
Dille and his wife, Beth.
“The No. 1 priority of the
Alumni Foundation is to fund
raise from alumni and private
funds to keep grant programs
going,” according to Doug
Hamilton, executive director
of university advancement.
The fund supports two
major projects: the Dille
Distinguished Faculty Lecturer
Award and the Dille Fund for
Excellence Grant Awards.
Those garnering funds for
2007 are:
Tim Borchers, associate
dean of arts and humanities;
Paul Decker, biosciences professor; Wayne Gudmundson,
mass communications professor; Stephen Hamrick, Honors
Program director; Michelle
Malott, biosciences professor;
Michael Michlovic, anthropology and earth sciences professor; Ananda Shastri, physics
professor; Patricia Wisenden,
biosciences professor; and
Kelli Sinner, art and design
professor.
Three professors receiving
the grants, Decker, Malott and
Wisenden, are in the biosciences department.
This year, about $44,820 was
requested from 25 proposals,
and the award committee gave
out $10,850.

Colorful class fades

Solid standing
Swim team makes
history, places 29th
on season, looks
forward to next year

Sports, page 12
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Struttin’ the stuff in drag

photos by heather gruenhagen / advocate photo editor

At the faculty/student drag show on Tuesday night in the CMU Ballroom, MSUM alumna J.J. took the role of emcee. Here, the gender-bending singer performs Michael
Jackson’s “Billie Jean.” The night was a part of the events put on by student senate for diversity week, which is ongoing through Saturday.

Left: Jenessa J. Champagne,
a veteran performer at local
drag shows and founder of the
House of Champagne, a drag
club, points to an audience
member on Tuesday night.
Right: MSUM alumnus Kelly
Coxon takes a tip from an audience member while singing
Reba McEntire’s “Why Haven’t
I Heard From You” in the CMU
Ballroom.
Diversity week continues today with a student organization
scavenger hunt, and a Training
Our Campuses Against Racism
session is tonight. Tomorrow,
a Philippine folk dance lesson
will be at 4 p.m. in CMU 203 and
Celebration of Nations will be
at 6 p.m. in the CMU Ballroom.
The week finishes Saturday
with the Woodlands and High
Plains Pow-wow from 1 to 7
p.m. in Nemzek.
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Report
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Found item off campus
Fire alarm in Snarr
Vandalism in Holmquist
Missing person on campus
Door open in Library
Room access in Center
for Business
Room access in CMU
Room access in Nemzek
Room access in Post
Office
Door open in Owens
Building access in Library
Door open in Science Lab
Door open in Library
Fire alarm in Nelson
Fire alarm in Hagen
911 call in Ballard
Fire alarm in Grantham
Found property in Peer
Advisor Center
Vandalism in Maclean
Vandalism in Bridges
Found item in Center for
Arts
Assault off campus
Vandalism in Snarr
911 call in Nemzek
911 call in CMU
Obscene material in
Library
Fire alarm in South Snarr
Vandalism in East Snarr
Vandalism in West Snarr
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in CMU 110.
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News Briefs

Correction

The names of the polevaulters in the March 8 Advocate
were placed in reverse order.
The picture on the left is
Jennifer Hensel and on the
right is Brooke Wiedrich.

Day of the Donut
fundraiser held

Krispy Kreme donuts will be
on sale in the hallway of Flora
Frick from 8 to 11 a.m. today
(Thursday). All proceeds will
go to the mass communications department. Come and
enjoy a delicious donut or two
for breakfast.

Planetarium shows
“Stargazers”

The MSUM planetarium
presents “Stargazers” at 2 p.m.
Sundays and 7 p.m. Mondays
from Sunday through May 21.
General admission is $3; children 12 and under, senior citizens and Tri-College students
are $1.50.
Come along on a journey
to the stars with University of
Illinois astronomer Jim Kaler
as he takes a personal look at
astronomy. The show begins
with a child’s curiosity, moves
on to the lifestyles of the stars
and ends with reflections on
the deeper meanings of astronomy in our lives. The planetarium is located on the MSUM
campus in Bridges 167.

OSA is looking
for photos

The Office of Student
Activities wants your photos showcasing your student organization them for
a slideshow at the Annual
Student Organization Awards
Ceremony at 4 p.m. April 25 in
CMU 101. E-mail your photos
to osa@mnstate.edu.

Nominate your
student org

It’s time to give all the members of your organization a pat
on the back and the Office of
Student Activities is providing
just the opportunity to do so
with the Student Organization
Awards Ceremony. This year
we will be presenting the
following awards: Student
Organization Adviser Award,
Student Leadership Award,
the
Student Organization
School Spirit and Campus
Involvement Award, the
Student
Organization
Community and Campus
Service Award, and the
Student Organization of the
Year Award.
Nominate your organization by visiting www.mnstate.
edu/osa, and following the
link under online resources.
All nominations are due 4 p.m.
March 30. The winners will be
announced during the Annual
Student Organization Awards
Ceremony at 4 p.m. April 25 in
CMU 101. Please contact the
Office of Student Activities,
CMU 229, with questions.

Learn to build
community

There will be a Take the
Lead! meeting on building a
student organization community at 3 p.m. today (Thursday)
in CMU 208. Come and learn
about building community
by addressing issues of cultural diversity and inclusiveness. The presenters are Anita
Bender and Kristen Behrens
from Training Our Campus
Against Racism.

Study Abroad reps
come to campus

Several study abroad program representatives will be
on campus from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. Tuesday in the main
lounge of the CMU. If you’ve
been considering study abroad
in the future, please stop by
and visit with them. Among
them will be The Scholar Ship,
a floating campus that sets
sail on its maiden voyage in
September, and the American
Institute for Foreign Study,
with sites in at least 15 countries as well as offering internships overseas.
These representatives are
just a few of a larger number
visiting NDSU for their study
abroad fair from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Wednesday in Memorial
Union New Ballroom, as
part of NDSU’s International
Week. For further information,
contact: Jill Holsen, Director,
International Programs, Flora
Frick 151 (stdyabrd@mnstate.
edu).

Science building
gets rededicated

Hagen will be rededicated in
a series of events April 13. The
campus community is invited
to attend. Tour the remodeled
laboratories, offices, and classrooms of the building from 1
to 3 p.m. A ribbon cutting ceremony will be held at 3 p.m.
in the SLB Atrium entrance to
Hagen, followed by a reception in Hagen 104 at 3:45 p.m.

MSUM Preview Day
March 30

MSUM will host a 9 a.m.
session and a 1 p.m. session
preview day March 30 in the
Science Lab and Center for
Business buildings. Interested
students can tour campus
and residence halls, talk to
students, faculty and campus
representatives, and learn
about academic majors.
For reservations or more
information, go to www.
go.mnstate.edu/admissions/
preview.cfm, or call the MSUM
admissions office at 477-2161
or 1-800-593-7246.

Get ready
for registration

Summer registration opened
March 19. Fall registration
opens Monday. A limited
number of fall schedules will
be printed and distributed to
faculty and staff.

MSUM hosts
History Day event

MSUM will host the West
Central Regional History Day
4 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday)
in the CMU Ballroom. It’s free
and open to the public.
History Day is a co-curricular program that encourages
young people to explore a historical subject related to an
annual theme, which this year
is “Triumph and Tragedy.”
Students make history come
alive as their research leads to
imaginative exhibits, original
performances, media presentations and papers in junior
and senior divisions in seven
categories.
For more information on
National History Day, visit
www.nationalhistoryday.org.

Apply for summer
financial aid

Summer financial aid applications are now available on
line at www.mnstate.edu/
finaid under “Hot Topics,”
or you may pick one up at
the Office of Scholarship &
Financial Aid in Owens 107.
Students must have a valid
2006-07 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
on file so we may determine
your eligibility for grants,
work study and loans. Work
study is offered on a “first
applied” basis. To be considered for work study or loans,
students must be enrolled for
six or more credits during
summer school.
If you have further questions regarding summer financial aid, please call (218) 4772251 or stop by the Office of
Scholarship & Financial Aid.

Former student
gets promotion

Bank Forward, Jamestown,
N.D. announced that Michelle
Angus has been promoted to
the position of assistant vice
president and Credit Resource
Manager effective Jan. 1. Her
responsibilities will include
assisting lead personnel and
department functions of the
credit analysts department,
loan specialists and quality
control specialists.
Angus joined Bank Forward
as the Senior Credit Analyst in
January 2003 after nearly six
years as Senior Credit Analyst at
another financial institution. She
earned her bachelor of science
degree in finance from MSUM
in May 1997, and her Master’s
degree in business administration from the University of Mary
in May 2002.

Student senate
hosts week

MSUM’s Student Senate is
sponsoring its first Diversity
Week March 19-23 in the
CMU.
The week will be filled with
student and faculty speakers,
movies and events focusing
on religion, struggles with
disabilities, cultural diversity,
gender and more.
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Nursing department
hosts open house

An open house to celebrate
MSUM’s newly remodeled
nursing department in Murray
Commons will run from 1 to
4:30 p.m. Friday.
The campus and the public are invited to attend.
Motivational speaker Ann
Dolence, a certified recreation therapist working in
the area of psychiatric treatment, will give a presentation on “Celebrating the Art
of Nursing” at 1 p.m. and
again at 3 p.m. For the past
12 years she’s owned her own
professional speaking and
training business, The Leisure
Connection.
To help raise scholarship
funds for nursing majors, artwork donated by the university and local artisans will be
on sale. The Dakota Medical
Foundation will match the
money raised that day up to
$20,000. During the last five
years, the Foundation has
given the university’s nursing
program more than $74,000 in
grants.
If you purchase a piece of
art and donate it to the nursing
department, your gift will be
acknowledged with a plaque
placed adjacent to the artwork
on permanent display.

MSUM students are
teaching abroad

MSUM students teaching
abroad. Four of the six student teachers are placed at the
Prior Weston Primary School
in London. Located within walking distance of sites
such as Buckingham Palace,
Westminster Abbey and the
Houses of Parliament, the student teachers have opportunities to accompany the Prior
Weston students on field trips
to these historic landmarks.

MSUM hosts real
estate training

Minnesota State University
Moorhead will host three
Minnesota Real Estate PreLicensure Training sessions in
April and May.
Each of the three-day sessions, running from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. daily, are approved for 30
hours of real estate pre-license
education by the Minnesota
Commissioner of Commerce.
The cost is $280 for each
three-day session. Reciprocity
with North Dakota residents
applies.
Session dates:
* Real Estate I: April 13-15.
* Real Estate II: April 27-29.
* Real Estate III: May 4-6.
For details or to register,
contact Kathleen Paulson at
MSUM’s Continuing Studies
office, (218) 477-5051, or e-mail
her at paulsonk@mnstate.edu.
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Course wiped from the board?
Long-time biology class may fade due to effects of Dragon Core

photos by amanda braud / The advocate

Biology professor Richard Pemble writes on King Auditorium’s chalkboard during the last semester he will teach Biology 103, or Humanity in the Ecosystem, which he
has taught to more than 15,000 students during 37 years. The university’s change of its general studies curriculum, from the liberal studies program to Dragon Core, may
eliminate the class from the schedules of students who Pemble said feel the class is important to their education once they graduate.

                       

By ALYSSA SCHAFER
Section Editor

The colored chalk dust that
frequently coats the blackboards in King Auditorium
will start to fade this May.
“Hoot” the stuffed owl will
never again startle biology 103
students by “flying” across the
front of the room. Imaginary
demonstrations and photo
slideshows will soon be
replaced by PowerPoint presentations. It’s the end of an
era.
“That’s all history on this
campus,” biology professor
Richard Pemble said.
Pemble, who has taught
biology 103 for 37 years, is
teaching the course for the
last time this semester. He is
retiring, and his most popular
course is saying goodbye as
well.  
Biology 103, “Humanity in
the Ecosystem,” will be discontinued as a part of the transition from liberal studies to
Dragon Core.  
“The liberal studies requirements have changed,” Pemble
said. “So, a course like Biology

103, which satisfied a liberal
studies natural science experience for freshmen and sophomore level students, will no
longer exist.”
Dragon Core is a signature
curriculum that requires students to take a minimum of
14 courses built around 12
competency areas. The tenth
competency, “People and the
Environment,” was designed
to cover the same material
biology 103 covers.
“I do believe very strongly that biology 103, as it has
evolved over the last 37 years,
is really, probably a perfect
People and the Environment
course,” he said.
Pemble had hoped that biology 103 would be preserved as
a required course for all Dragon
Core students, but instead
there will be several specialized courses offered through
different departments.
“The ecosystem approach
that we’re taking, (involving)
ecosystem composition, structure and function development, allows us to touch on
virtually all the major environmental issues in the world,”

he said.
Pemble is concerned that a
lot of the information Biology
103 covers will be lost, as the
course is sectioned off and
divided into several courses.
However, an attempt is being
made to salvage biology 103
and its colorful eccentricities.
Biology professor Ellen
Brisch is working with Pemble
to transform the class into a
300-level course that could
be offered as soon as spring
2008.
Brisch, chair of the Dragon
Core Committee, is taking
Pemble’s class this semester
to prepare ideas for her adaptation of the course. She will
submit an application with a
sample syllabus and assignments next fall, she said.
“There may be pieces from
his class that are not covered
in other people’s classes, but
as I sit on the Dragon Core
Committee and review course
proposals for this area, I work
very hard to make sure that
they meet the core competencies of his class,” Brisch said.

biology, page 5
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The magic
touch

From March 5 through March 7, the after-school LinkingUp
Mentor Program, designed for Moorhead Horizon Middle
School students, saw college mentors assist the middle
school students with all sorts of projects.
LinkingUp is aimed at preparing middle school students
for college by making them get used to it. The program did
so through tours, department visits and a “How to prepare
for college” activity.
About 10 college students, serving as mentors to about 15
seventh-grade students, participated.

PHOTOS BY jessalyn brown / the advocate

Students worked on science experiments with light as part of LinkingUp’s mentorship partnership
with area colleges.

Horizon Middle School seventh graders get help from MSUM physics professor Steve Lindaas on March 6 while they have fun with a “How to make light” science experiment.

biology, from 4
Pemble said there will be
advantages to offering biology
103 as a 300-level course.
“People
and
the
Environment could have been
a freshmen course,” Pemble
said. “It would have been
great, but the nice thing about
it being an upper level course
is that students have matured
and had a lot of experience in
whatever their major is, and
they bring perspectives to a
course like that, that freshmen
don’t have.”
“What Dr. Pemble and I are
planning is to convert biology
103 into this new People  and

the Environment upper, outercluster big-picture interdisciplinary,” Brisch said. “It’s not
lost. It’s just changing, because
I really believe that the class
that he has is just a fantastic
educational opportunity.
“Even though ecology isn’t
my main area of study—my
main area is cell division and
developmental biology—I just
really wanted to preserve that
class and preserve that material,” Brisch said.
During the 37 years that
biology 103 has been a part of
the curriculum on this campus, Pemble has had more

than 15,000 students take the
class. During the 1980s, he
averaged 700 or 800 students
a year, he said.
“A lot of students elect the
course because they think this
is material that they need to
have some sense about when
they graduate and go out into
society as a citizen,” he said.
David Strauss, a 1973 MSUM
alum who served four years as
deputy chief of staff to Vice
President Al Gore, took biology 103 from Pemble. Strauss
felt that the course was an
important part of his education, and he acknowledged

that fact when he spoke at
commencement in May 2004,
Pemble said.
“They chose this class, I
hope, because they thought it
was worthwhile, not because
it was easy,” he said. “They
look back and say this was
really a good choice.”
Students
often
praise
Pemble, an Excellence in
Teaching award winner, for
his interesting demonstrations
and relevant lectures.
Freshman biology 103 student Ashley Taborsky said: “I
like Pemble’s style of teaching. Very rarely do I have a

teacher who is so passionate,
knowledgeable and up to date
about the subject matter they
teach.”
Also, an Oct. 19, 2000,
Advocate editorial by Pippi
Mayfield said: “This class is
one of the most critical and
relevant science there is. My
advice is to take Biology 103,
even if you think you’re terrible at science. It is guaranteed
to be entertaining, informative
and educational. I promise
you will take something away
from this class.”
Schafer can be reached
at lyss_05@hotmail.com.
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Advocate editorial board
Lee Morris
Editor

Alyssa Schafer
Opinion Editor

Woes of low
scholarships
rest with big
alumni donors

MSUM is attracting a less than top-notch student population.
The campus Admissions office works very hard to
promote the school to prospective students and draw
their interest.
But kids who get excited about Scorch at college fairs
don’t stay entertained for long. After one look at our
scholarship opportunities, many lose interest.
It’s ridiculous to offer a student $1,000 for one year,
when Minnesota State University Mankato is offering
that same student 20,000 for four years.
Obviously, students are going to follow the money.
And who can blame them, considering rising tuition
costs and the lagging economy?
If inflation is eating up all the scholarship money, the
university should find other funding avenues. There is
no excuse for losing quality students over scholarship
money.
Talented, smart and unique students make MSUM
strong and diverse. Adding better students benefits the
campus, both in atmosphere and reputation.
If we are not attracting the brightest and best students
we possibly can, we’re not moving forward. MSUM
shouldn’t strive to be a mediocre institution.
Brilliant students are worth every penny of the scholarships they receive because they positively represent the
school.
If prospective students know MSUM has a reputation
for teaching smart students and producing successful
people, we will attract more students.

People, learn how to drive
There are definitely
three types of drivers
in Fargo-Moorhead:
the overly courteous,
the just plain rude
and ignorant. There
are very few that fall
between, and when
I encounter such
one-of-a-kind gems,
I throw them a smile or a
cheesy thumbs up. However,
since good drivers are rare, I
spend most of the time in my
car fearing for my life and/or
cursing more than my mother
would like.
I don’t know where people
here learn road rules, but where
I come from there is a thing
called Driver’s Education. It’s
a pretty great concept because
you learn how to act at stop
signs, how long to follow
behind someone and how to
park. Evidently, many missed
that memo.
There are a few intersections I have come upon where
I was obviously the last one
to come to a stop. The people
on the other sides will look

around with a confused look,
coast for a few inches, stop
again, then motion at me to
go. I wait because the rules
are that the first one to stop is
the first one to go. The other
people continue the aforementioned steps, and I get tired of
waiting for them, so I can step
on it to get out. But, at least,
the overly cautious are fairly
predictable.
The rude people are also
predictable because they act
like they own the road. They
run lights that have been red
for a good 15 seconds, tailgate me like I am interfering
in their life, then rush to cut
me off just so they can slow
down once they pass me. Or,
if they are taking a right turn,
and I am the oncoming traffic,

they will wait until
I am right in front
of them to turn,
making me the one
to stop so we both
don’t die. That move
is especially my
favorite when there
is absolutely no one
behind me, but they
just couldn’t wait another five
seconds.
It is the ignorant people you
have to be especially wary
of. At Target I was driving
through a parking lane and I
saw two people backing out at
the same time on either side.
They were within about two
feet of each other before they
both slammed on their brakes,
then both continued to back
out. They hit. Wow, didn’t see
that one coming.
This is why I dread driving.
If only I just operate a hot air
balloon for my mode of transportation.
Road rage?
E-mail Huggett
at huggetam@mnstate.edu.

‘I’m a Dragon’ and ‘My education. My way.’ OK?

What needs to be done is for the people who work at
MSUM who raise money—like those in the Alumni
Foundation—to start pulling in some big fish.
MSUM has terrific alumni who do give money, but
the Alumni Foundation’s rocking the boat in shallow
waters does no good. What the campus needs is some
big-time moola.
The head of the foundation is Patrick Hundley, who
has worked here since August 2004. Our advice to him
is to find someone who wants to give endowments, and
in some serious ways.
Otherwise, we’re not going anywhere as far as scholarships go, and that makes us look pretty bad as a place
that cares about students. The next step, then, is hook,
line and sinker.

Lisa Ness,
Junior

Russ Gerhardt,
Senior

Kimberly Swol,
Senior

“We need to have
some school
pride. I think being
a Dragon is cool.”

“(The slogan)
allows your own
education to be
what you want it
to be.”

“It doesn’t seem
possible because
you can’t design
your own
education.”

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Religious questions receive weak replies
I’ve been thinking a great
deal lately about my religious
beliefs, or rather, my lack of
religious beliefs. When I was
younger, I was a very devout
Christian, even though it was
never anything I ever spoke
much about.
However, after doing a lot
of reading and some very
thorough questioning of what
I held true, I lost my faith. I
felt Christianity left too many
questions unanswered for me
to believe in it wholeheartedly.
For instance, if God created all that is, why are there
so many different religions
with such radically different

explanations for the origins of
our existence? Why did only
a small number of people in
the Middle East initially have
any idea God existed, and
why was the entire rest of the
world left in the dark during
Biblical times?
Furthermore, I have a really
hard time believing evil exists
because a talking snake told
Eve to eat a forbidden apple. It

sounds more like I probably should, and somea fairy tale than a day I will. There’s probably no
rational explana- better way to find the answers
tion for the exis- I’m searching for than to go
tence of human straight to the source.
suffering.
I’ve tried asking my
I
Christian
I’m not trying to say
didn’t
friends
Christianity is
f e e l
completely wrong, about their
like I was getting only that I’m skeptical and I b e l i e f s ,
don’t fully understand it.
any decent answers
and their
to any of these quesresponses
tions, or any of the other ques- have almost always been kind
tions I had and still continue of weak. Whenever I try askto ask.
ing them why they believe
Suddenly, everything I what they believe, they usuthought I knew stopped add- ally respond with something
ing up. I haven’t touched a like “I just do” or “because I
Bible in years, nor have I ever was raised to.”
read it in its entirety. I know
I really wish they could

“

come up with something better than that if they’re going to
claim, with absolute certainty,
there’s an omnipotent being
watching us from the sky.
I’m not trying to say
Christianity is completely
wrong, only that I’m skeptical
and I don’t fully understand
it. I don’t know who or what
to believe in at this point, but
I’m a searcher for truth and I
have a lot of questions I would
love to discuss with anyone
who’s up for it. Hey, look,
there’s my e-mail address.
Finding faith?
E-mail Sailer
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu.

Spring break
is not enough
Extend Easter break to one week

Military unfairly judges gays
In 2003, Marines Staff
Sgt. Eric Alva was seriously
wounded while serving his
country in the Iraq War. For
his military service he earned
medals, praise and a medical discharge. Yet, the armed
forces would have preferred
that he never enlisted in the
marines.
Alva is a homosexual and
thus throughout his 13 years
of honorable military service
he had to pretend to be heterosexual. Under current military
regulations, any serviceman or
woman who is discovered to
be gay or bisexual faces a dishonorable discharge, a loss of
veterans benefits and possibly
prison.
The policy is kept alive
because many young straight
men do not want to shower

with or share a confined living space with another young
man that they know is gay
or bisexual. As young straight
men become less fearful about
working with young gay or
bisexual men, the ban will
evaporate.
If the military judges,
Atheists,
Satanists
and
Scientologists on individual
merit and job performance,
then eventually it’s going to
have to do the same for gays
and bisexuals, most of whom
profess to be Christians.
The civilian public is largely
behind lifting the ban, a grow-

ing number of Republicans,
Democrats and Independents
in Congress support legislation
to lift the ban. Many industrial
democratic nations already
consider sexual orientation in
the military to be a private
affair and a non-issue.
I wish to end by thanking
all the servicemen and women
who are prepared to risk life
and limb for any mission. I
have known many servicemen
and women of every color,
creed, ethnicity and sexual orientation, and it is important to
remember not only their personal sacrifice, but what their
family goes through when they
are fighting overseas in nations
as Afghanistan and Iraq.
Should gays serve?
E-mail Brown
at browned@mnstate.edu.

Let me just go ahead and put this question out there: Did
anyone else’s spring break suck? Mine did. I went to my practicum school (that wasn’t bad—I just didn’t care for getting up at
7 a.m.), and then after that I went to work. And the weekends,
which I did have off, just did not seem long enough.
It was a very heavily scheduled week, with little time to even
catch up on the bevy of homework my professors so kindly
assigned. Add to that a blown motherboard in my computer
and a headlight that needed to be replaced on my car, and
you’ve got one miserable spring breaker.
I’ve heard of many other people with spring break sob stories. Sickness, over-scheduling at work, car problems and other
personal tragedies abound, ruining the one beacon of hope in
our otherwise dreary semester. Spring semester almost always
sucks. That glimmer of the promise of summertime does little to
sustain us in 10-degree weather—on a warm day—and spring
break is supposed to be our time to relax and unwind.
I have a theory that I would like to put forth to all who are
reading this: Let’s try it again. I think the administration should
give us a pardon for another week off school. We should all
take Thursday and Friday off before Easter, and then not return
until the following Thursday—we already have Monday and
Tuesday off anyway. That way, we could start off the week
refreshed and on a Thursday, which is a good day for many
reasons. What a spectacular way to begin a fresh new month.
So, President Barden, if you’re reading this, give it some
thought and let us know. You might have MnSCU to contend
with on this issue, but I’m pretty sure you could take ‘em.

Want more spring break? E-mail Kveno at kvenosa@mnstate.edu.
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Researching the ‘Venerables’

New Rivers press release first-ever Minnesota women’s anthology
By ASHLEY TABORSKY
Staff Writer

On Feb. 3, 2007, “To Sing
Along the Way,” a new anthology of Minnesota women
poets, was released.
The book is now in its second printing.
“What is a ‘collective voice?’
You have all of these voices,
and they form a chorus. These
voices might get lost again if
they were only heard individually,” said Thom Tammaro,
one of the anthology’s editors.
The anthology’s three editors are award-winning
Minnesota poets themselves:
Joyce Sutphen, Tammaro and
Connie Wanek. Their mission
was to dig up and recover
the poetic works of many previously popular Minnesotan
women who seem to have
been forgotten throughout
time.
“History can be cruel. It’s
quick to bury people. It’s
important as contemporary
writers to go back and look at
the writers who came before
us. We’re not the first, so we
need to honor that past,”
Tammaro said.
The editors (and many other
team members) spent countless hours recovering works
that began in the early 1800s.
Once the poem was found,

“

It’s important as
contemporary writers to go back and
look at the writers
who came before
us. We’re not the
first, so we need to honor the
past.”
Thom Tammaro
English Professor

however, their job was not
done. There were still the
copyright issues and tasks of
contacting the present-day
representatives of the work.
“I think all of us spent many
hours making inquiries that
yielded no results,” Sutphen
said.
Tammaro is an MSUM
English Professor and has previous editing experience with
published books.
Unlike Tammaro, who lives
in Moorhead, Sutphen and
Wanek were not always able
to be in the head office of
the MSUM’s New Rivers Press
during the anthology’s birth.
Sutphen is currently a professor at Gustavus Adolphus
College in St. Peter, Minn.,
teaching literature and creative
writing. Wanek is a librarian
for the Duluth Public Library.
When the three editors
weren’t able to physically work together, they had
remarkable e-mail and phone
correspondence, sometimes e-

mailing back and forth four to
five times a day.
“I found that some of the
research we needed to do was
a lot harder than one would
imagine. It’s trickier than I
thought to find old records
and attempt to trace a poet’s
descendants,” said Sutphen.
“On the other hand, it was
wonderful to find a connection and get a note back saying how happy the poet would
have been to have her work
back in print.”
Wanek, after three years of
stressful situations and trying
times, was also grateful for
her experience.
“My favorite part of working on the anthology, besides
the pure joy of working with
Joyce and Thom, was the
research into the ‘venerables,’
as we came to call them; that
is, the poets of the past. I
was so ignorant in that regard
when we began: Who were our
poetic forebears in Minnesota?
What did they write about?
The process of seeking out
the answers to those questions was deeply fascinating
to me.”
Those who are interested in
learning more, or looking to
purchase a copy of the anthology, contact either Tammaro at
tammaro@mnstate.edu or professor Wayne Gudmundson at
gudmund@mnstate.edu.

submitted photo

New Rivers Press recently released “To Sing Along the Way,” the
first anthology of Minnesota women writers. The book is now in its
second printing.

“There is no other book like
this that exists. It takes a historical examination of wom-

en’s poetry in Minnesota,”
Tammaro said.
Taborsky can be reached
at ash_tabby@hotmail.com.

‘Star Wars’ illustrator to present at Plains Art Museum
Advocate staff reports
Nationally acclaimed science-fiction illustrator of “Star
Wars” fame, John Berkey,

will speak at 7 p.m. today
(Thursday) at the Plains Art
Museum.
Berkey, whose work is in the
museum’s permanent collec-

tion, was born in Edgeley, N.D.,
and grew up in Minnesota,
where he lives today. He has
created a vast number of original paintings, illustrating the

submitted photo

John Berkey, who has illustrated numerous covers for the “Star Wars” novels, will speak about his
craft at 7 p.m. today (Thursday) at the Plains Art Museum. Berkey also designed the infamous “Old
Elvis Presley” stamp.

work of renowned science fiction authors, including Isaac
Asimov.
The lecture is in conjunction
with the Smithsonian traveling
exhibition “Art of the Stamp”
in both the Plains’ William
and Anna Jane Schlossman
and Jane L. Stern galleries.
Elvis, Marilyn Monroe, Louis
Armstrong, Woodie Guthrie
and Dracula are among the
characters in an exhibition of
100 original works of art that
were used to create stamps.
The exhibition runs through
April 22.
The subject matter depicted
in “Art of the Stamp” runs
the gamut of American history
and culture, arts and entertainment, and science and nature.
One of the most famous
stamps in recent memory is
the “Elvis Presley,” with sales
of $500 million. “Art of the
Stamp” features the original
art for this iconic stamp.
American stamps embrace
a wide range of subjects and
themes and have traditionally
commemorated the profound
events that shaped our nation.
Conscious of the importance
of their work, stamp artists
approach these topics with a
deep respect for the resonance
of the past in American life.
The American public takes

an intense interest in the subjects that appear on stamps,
but few people privy to the
process that stamp art takes
before it appears on millions
of envelopes. Drawn from
files of the U.S. Postal Service
designers, the artwork in this
exhibition offers a behind-thescenes look at the creation of
several high-profile stamps—
and at the controversies they
sometimes provoke.
The exhibition was developed from the collection of
the USPS by the Smithsonian’s
National Postal Museum in
partnership with the USPS. It
was organized for travel and
circulated by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition Services.
The Plains Art Museum’s
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday
and 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Admission is free for members, students with ID and
youth; $5 for adults and $4
for educators with ID and
seniors.
For more information about
the exhibit or Berkey’s presentation, contact the museum at
(701) 232-3821 or visit the Web
site at www.plainsart.org.
Contact us at
advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Review: ‘Dead Silence’ never revives ghost story
By MAX HEESCH
Staff Writer

Beware the stare of Mary
Shaw. She had no children, only
dolls. And if you see her, do not
scream. Or she’ll rip your tongue
out at the seam.
This is the children’s poem
that accompanies the film
“Dead Silence” the newest
horror picture from the writers and director of the highly
successful “Saw” franchise.
The poem accurately sets
the tone for a grisly tale of
Mary Shaw and her penchant
for removing her victim’s
tongues.
This being for the “Saw”
guys, viewers can expect not
to be disappointed. However,
they should expect not to be
too thrilled, either.
The film opens with a classic black-and-white Universal
Studios logo from the ‘40s,
immediately
giving
the
impression of a classic horror movie from the prime era
of cinema. The credits roll as
we see old-time ventriloquist
Mary Shaw (Judith Roberts)
creating Billy, the central puppet in the film.
Fast forward to the present, where Billy mysteriously
arrives on the doorstep of newlyweds Jamie (Ryan Kwantan)
and Lisa (Laura Regan).
Perplexed by their recent
arrival, Jamie leaves his new

bride alone with the dummy
(bad idea!) to go retrieve some
take-out dinner. When he
comes back, he finds his wife
murdered with her tongue
ripped out of her mouth. As
if that wasn’t bad enough,
Detective Jim Lipton (Donnie
Wahlberg) takes a particular
interest in Jamie, thinking him
the prime suspect in the murder.
With no alibi except “the
puppet did it” and no evidence to convict him, Jamie
returns to his hometown of
Raven’s Fair to try to solve his
wife’s murder as well as find
out who sent him Billy. Still
determined to convict Jamie,
Lipton follows him.
While searching for clues,
Jamie tries to find out about
Mary Shaw, to whom Billy
once belonged, from his ailing, wheelchair-stricken father
(Bob Gunton) and his young
stepmother (Amber Valletta),
who is never far from his
father. He doesn’t get any useful information from them, but
finds the answers he needs in
the town mortician (Michael
Fairman), who points him
toward the necessary spooky
old theatre in the middle of a
swamp.
For the rest of the film,
Jamie frantically searches for
the killer, while also dealing
with the psychotic dummy,
Billy, who likes to slowly turn

his eyes to look at whomever
he’s going to kill next in the
creepiest fashion possible.
Not only that, but apparently the ghost of the puppet master Mary Shaw herself
wants to kill Jamie, and anyone who gets in her way.
The title of the movie gets
its name from the eerie silence
that surrounds anyone whenever Billy or Mary Shaw is
getting ready to attack. This is
an effective tool that director
James Wan uses to project the
feel of an old ghost story into
a modern thriller.
Unfortunately, with the
feel of a ghost story, comes a
campy tone as well.
In particular, the music,
which sounds strangely like
the “Halloween” theme,
doesn’t allow for any surprises as it constantly builds up
during a tense scene.
Fans of the ever-worsening
“Saw” films should enjoy this
slight change of pace, though
there is considerably less gore
and torture to be found here.
A bonus for the “Saw” fans
out there, somewhere in the
film, the doll featured in all
the “Saw” movies, which odd
enough is also named Billy,
can be seen as Jamie explores
the old theatre. See if you can
find him.
Heesch can be reached
at maxheesch@hotmail.com.

Artsy Alternatives

Speaker

Linda Helstern will give a presentation
on “Within Living Memory: Gerald
Vizenor’s ‘Hiroshima Bugi’ and Japanese-American Cultural Exchange after
WWII” at 7:30 p.m. today (Thursday) in
the NDSU Beckwith Recital Hall. The
event is free and open to the public.

Theatre

Mel Brooks’ musical comedy, “The Producers,” will be performed at 7:30 p.m.
today (Thursday) in the Gate City bank
Theatre at the Fargodome. Tickets are
$31.50 to $56.50. For more information
call (701) 298-2630.

Book Fair

Books for all ages and more will be offered for sale at the Books Are Fun Book
Fair from 1 to 6:30 p.m. today (Thursday) at the Eagles Education Center in
Fargo. The event is free and open to the
public. For more information call (701)
446-3900.

Artist Reception

Artist Mary Jo Cayley will speak at 7
p.m. Friday at the Spirit Room about
her eggs decorated in traditional art
to express a global wish for peace and
friendship. She will teach pysanky egg
decoration from 10 a.m. to noon Saturday at the Probstfield Center for Education in Moorhead.

Theatre

Tin Roof Theatre presents “Arsenic and
Old Lace,” a classic comedy for all ages
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday through Saturday as well as March 29 through 31 and
April 5 through 7 at the Main Avenue
Theatre in Fargo. Admission is $15 for
adults and $10 for students. For more
information call (701) 306-5843.

Dance Workshop

A Latin dance workshop sponsored by
Northern Lights Ballroom Dance Club
will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday
in the NDSU Student Union Ballroom.
A samba lesson followed by general
ballroom dancing will be at 7 p.m.

Pageant

Twenty-six delegates will compete for
the titles of Mrs. North Dakota International, Miss North Dakota International and Miss Teen North Dakota International at 7 p.m. Saturday at Fargo
South High School. Admission is $10 to
15 with a portion of the proceeds benefiting the Christmas Gift program and
Honor Flight.

Reading

Writers for the new literary magazine
“Lovechild” read their work at 3 p.m.
Sunday at Babb’s Coffee House, 604
Main Ave. Fargo.
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In “Dead Silence,” Judith Roberts plays Mary Shaw, a ventriloquist
whose shows leave her audiences speechless, literally.

Now Hiring!
PT/FT Telesales
8 a.m.-9 p.m. M-F, & 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Sat.
No Cold Calling!
Exp. pref. but not req.
$9-$10/Hour Base Pay
Paid Training, Referral Bonus, Benefits!
Fun, Casual Work Environment!
Apply in person at

2829 S. University Dr. Fargo
(northwest corner of Am. Fam. Ins. Build.)
EOE

1435 University Drive S • Fargo, ND 58103

Relocating March 31 to 4377 15th Ave S, Fargo

CLASSES STARTING
January
March

May
July

September
November
Day and Evening Courses Available

ENROLL TODAY! 701.478.1772
www.thesalonprofessionalacademy.com
COSMETOLOGY • ESTHETICS • NAILS • MASSAGE

SOME JEWELRY SPEAKS
LOUDER THAN WORDS.
D ISTINCTIVE

A. J AFFE S IGNATURE .
HANDMADE BRIDAL JEWELRY CREATED WITH A PASSION

FOR PERFECTION .

AT

THE HEART OF EVERY

YOU WILL FIND THE

"A"

A. J AFFE

ORIGINAL

AND DIAMOND MARK ,

YOUR ASSURANCE OF STYLE AND QUALITY.

25th Street Market
1450 25th St. S., Fargo
(701) 237-6809
www.crownjewelsfargo.com
Monday - Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. & By Appointment

Students
Super Student Discounts Available

tan for

Moorhead

South 25th St.

North Fargo

TJ Maxx Plaza

233-4560

237-9104

293-6637

277-5912

2901 Frontage Rd. S

443123 10x2.5_kp1.indd

1

3051 25th St. S.

1119 19th Ave. N.

$

4340 13th Ave. SW

3

S. University

2607 S. University Dr.

237-9943

• After 8pm weekdays
• All day weekends
• Regular beds only
•Student ID required
Osgood

4265 45th S.

364-0100
3/1/07

10:05:32 AM

Houses and Luxury
townhomes for rent near

MSU-M and Concordia

3-5+ bdrms. available.
Call Johnny @ 701-318-2140
or visit
www.fargohometown.com
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swimming and diving

column

Peters
named
new AD

Jipson,
relay win
National
acclaim

By ROBYN ROHDE
Sports Editor

By KATIE DIIRO
Staff Writer

The pool at Nemzek was
abandoned for four days in
March for the Division I, II
and III Swimming and Diving
Championships. This year
MSUM cleared the water and
sent seven individuals to the
Division II National Meet in
Buffalo, N.Y., during spring
break.
The Dragon swimmers
included first-time qualifiers
freshman Sarah Wilker and
sophomores Kerin Hanson
and Samantha Jipson. The
diving competition was fierce,
as only the top 16 divers are
accepted into finals. A preliminary qualifying round
was held on March 13 where
Jipson found herself among
the elite in the 1-meter diving competition. Jipson qualified in 11th place and finished
13th in the nation after her
final dive on March 15. Her
thirteenth place finish is the
highest of any Dragon diver
or swimmer in the 10-year history of the program.
Also making school history
was the relay team of Barbara
Brooks, Ann Gusewelle,
Lauren Baalman and Amy
Roness. These women qualified in the 200-medley relay
and are thus allowed to swim
in all five relays offered. Their
achievement proved the versatility these ladies have, as
the other relays are freestyle
based, which is not something
all of them specialize in. The
women also showed great
strength in their swims as they
were ill with sore throats for a
great majority of the competition.

katie diiro / the advocate

Barbie Brooks sets on the block as Lauren Baalman, left, finishes her leg of the 400 freestyle relay.

The meet is designed as preliminaries and finals, meaning
they swim an event in the
morning in hopes of qualifing for the event in the top 16
to swim again in the evening
for a place. The Dragons’ top
finish was in their qualifier
event, the 200-medley relay.
They finished 17th.
Roness said: ”We might not
have gotten to swim in the evening session, but we learned a
lot. The whole trip was to gain
experience. We will take what
we learned and apply it to
next year and hopefully make
it back along with some other
members of our team.”
Gusewelle will certainly benefit from her experience at the
meet. She is the first Dragon to
swim in the evening session.
Gusewelle’s incredible 100breaststroke helped her tie for
14th place after the morning.
She ended in 16th place and
gained the distinction of AllAmerican Honorable Mention
and Academic All-American
honors.
Other than swimming and
diving, the women were able

katie diiro / the advocate

Teammates Lauren Baalman, left, Amy Roness and Barbie Brooks
support Ann Gusewelle, right, wearing her namesake. The back of
the shirts say, “you are my hero.”

to enjoy the sights of Buffalo
including a trip to Niagra
Falls. Junior Barbie Brooks
said: “The trip was great. I
can’t complain about us being
in New York for our spring
break doing what we are
passionate about. We gave it
our all and had fun and that
is really what our team has
always been about.”

The Dragons finished their
record breaking, school history-making season 29th in the
Nation. The young team looks
to continue their path of competition as well as upholding
the attitude of champions no
matter how they finish.
Diiro can be reached
at katediiro@yahoo.com.

track and field

Three All-Americans crowned at Indoor
Advocate staff reports
The Dragons crowned three
All-Americans at the NCAA
Division II Indoor Track
and Field Championships in
Boston, Mass., on March 12.
Junior Derik Brugger finished second in the men’s pole
vault with a flight of 16 feet 8
inches to lead the Dragons.
Junior Brooke Wiedrich
was fifth in the women’s pole

lineup
Friday:
Tennis at St. Cloud State
6 p.m.

Sunday:
Golf at Missouri Western Invitational
Tennis at St. Cloud Tournament
Monday:
Golf at Missouri Western Invitational

vault with a mark of 12 feet
8 3/4 inches and sophomore
Jennifer Hensel was sixth at 12
feet 4 3/4 inches grabbing her
third All-American honor.
MSUM placed 26th in the
women’s team competition
and tied for 17th on the men’s
side.
Sophomore Ashley Roemer
quailified in the women’s high
jump at the Mankato season

March 29:
SB at Northern State
3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
March 30:
Tennis at Mary 11 a.m.
March 31:
Tennis vs. Augustana
5 p.m.
SB at Emporia State Tournament
Track at St. Thomas Invitational

opener, but was knocked out
in the preliminaries.
The Dragons had six players nationally ranked during
the season.
The women placed fourth
in a field of seven teams and
men finished fifth in a field
of six at the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Indoor Championship.
The lady Dragons captured

finish line
Tennis:
UND 7, MSUM 2
Singles: 1, Hall, UND, def. Taborsky 6-0,
6-2. 2, Sullivan, UND, def. Milless 6-4,
6-1. 3, Wessman, UND, def. Matheson
6-2, 6-2. 4, Hustad, UND, def. Irina 6-3,
6-0. 5, Maurer, UND, def. Helgeson 6-0,
6-0. 6, Benz, MSUM, def. Pesch 6-1,
6-4.

the 2006 NSIC Outdoor, outscoring Winona State 181-171
for the title while the men
finished fourth in a field of
five teams.
They will christen the outdoor season March 31 at the
St. Thomas Invitational.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

Doubles: 1, Hustad/Sullivan, UND, def.
Milless/Quast 8-1. 2, Wessman/
Maurer, UND, def. Taborsky/Matheson
8-1. 3, Helgeson/Cederberg, MSUM,
def. Nelson/Olson 8-5.
Softball (7-3):
MSUM 4, Minnesota-Duluth 2 (8 innings)
MSUM 3, St. Cloud State 0
Southwest Minnesota State 9, MSUM 0
(6 innings)

It is the dawn of a new era for
MSUM. Stability appears to be
on the horizon for the Dragons
as university President Roland
Barden named Doug Peters
the new athletic director.
Peters, current athletic director at Valley City State, will
begin his 18-month contract
sometime in mid-June.
His youth, energy, enthusiasm
and
preparation
impressed the search committee, but is also in a way iconic
of the success of the winter
Dragon athletic teams.
Just in the past few weeks,
MSUM has made its presence
known:
• A sweeping affirmation
from the reaccreditation committee about the excellence of
our university, including its
athletics department.
• Four out of the five
winter sports sent competitors to NCAA National
Tournaments.
• The first time in the program history, a swimmer went
to Nationals. She then broke
another record by finishing
16th in the country.
• Home of the No. 3 wrestler in the country in the 165pound slot as well as No. 8 in
the 157-pounds.
• Women’s basketball team
faced the No. 1 ranked team
in the nation in the opening
round of the North Central
Regional Tournament.
Achievements like that
would make any school happy.
Barden at a press conference
Monday even said, “yes, I was
a giddy president,” in reference to the sports dynamic
power.
It’s not just victory in the
chilly months, either, as the
football team had its first winning record last fall, which is
in large part due to a young,
energetic new head coach.
Men’s cross country captured the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
title with the women scoring
top three.
As the spring hits full swing,
all I have to say is lookout, the
Dragons are on the rampage.
Rohde can be reached
at rohdero@mnstate.edu.
MSUM 6, Minnesota Duluth 2
MSUM 7, Lake Superior 6
Ferris State 7, MSUM 3
MSUM 9, Slippery Rock 6
Ashland College 5, MSUM 4
MSUM 6, California 2
MSUM 2, Indiana 1
Lock Haven State 1, MSUM 0
Adelphi 4, MSUM 1
MSUM 8, MSUM 0
Saint Xavier 4, MSUM 3
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wrestling

All-American honor is cherry on final season
By LUKE HAGEN
Staff Writer

Senior wrestler Kyle Trout
lifted his head high after his
final match with the Dragons.
Trout lost his final match to

finish in eighth place at the
NCAA Division II National
Wrestling Championships in
the 157-pound division.
Trout said that entering his
final year with the Dragons he
wanted to set his goals higher,

submitted photo

Defending national champion Nathan Baker placed third in the 165pound at this year’s NCAA Division II National Championship.

and that included placing at
the national tournament.
“I found a quote in coach’s
office in one of those old newspapers.” Trouth said, “It had
an article where another wrestler had said, ‘If I’m not an AllAmerican, I’ll be pissed.’ So I
used that as my motto going
into the tournament.”
This was Trout’s second
straight year making the trip
to the National tournament.
Last year he was knocked out
after only two rounds going
0-2.
The first round Trout lost a
close match 6-5, and was looking as if he would repeat the
0-2 record he finished with a
year ago. Trout then caught
two wins in a row, giving him
an automatic bid to achieve
his goal, becoming an AllAmerican.
The next two matches Trout
lost, but only by a combined
five points.
“I was satisfied with placing
… it was a good season,” Trout
sad. “It really hasn’t hit me yet
that I’m done wrestling for the
rest of my life,” Trout said.
Now that Trout’s eligibility
is up with MSUM, he hopes to
help coach the Dragons next
season.
“The best thing about being
done is I can eat again,” Trout
said. “I can eat a candy bar
and not have to worry about

the little weight I gain. It sure
feels good.”
MSUM sent a total of six
wrestlers to the National tournament.
National 165-pound champion Nate Baker also returned
to defend his title. Baker won
his first match of the day,
but lost his second. He then
cruised through the wrestle
backs, pinning two of his
opponents and securing third
place in the tournament.
Baker still has one semester
of eligibility left, so he should
be able to wrestle for MSUM
next year after winter break.
Junior 133-pound Troy
McFarland went 15-16 on the
season, and it was his second
trip to Nationals. He qualified

first as a sophomore.
Junior 149-pound Shane
Walton enjoyed his second
trip to Nationals. The first was
when he qualified as a sophomore. Walton finished the year
at 16-14.
Sophomores Kelly Janke,
141, and Tyler Tubbs, 171, took
their first trip to Nationals.
Janke went 15-18 on the season and Tubbs went 17-5. All
were eliminated after losing
the first two rounds.
MSUM finished in 18th
place with 20.5 team points
at the tournament. Twenty
teams were in competition at
the national stage.
Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

submitted photo

Nathan Baker pinned two opponents on his wrestle back matches
after losing in round two.

women’s basketball

Another one down but many memories left behind
Dragons lose in first round of Regional tourney
By LUKE HAGEN
Staff Writer

The MSUM women’s basketball season came to a close
after the first round of the
Division II North Central
Regional tournament. The
Dragons lost to national power
UND, 98-66.
“UND played great,” head
coach Karla Nelson said. “I
can’t remember a time a team
played that good against us.
On that day, I don’t think anyone could have beaten them.”
Nelson helped guide her
team to a 21-10 record, finishing in second place in both the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference regular season and
conference tournament.
Inconsistency was the main
problem for the Dragons this
season according to Nelson.
She said as a coach she felt
that was her main job this season to help the girls become
more consistent on both ends
of the floor.

Key wins of the year

The Dragons took a trip to
Hawaii during winter break
to the Hoop-N-Surf Classic.
Their first game was against

the No. 7 ranked team in the
nation, Glenville State College
of West Virginia. MSUM won
the game in overtime, 72-71.
The game was described as
“one of the biggest wins in
(MSUM) history,” by Nelson.
During the semifinal round
of the NSIC tournament, the
Dragons were tied in a close
game with Northern State.
But MSUM made a huge run
to send them into the NSIC
tournament finals, where they
eventually lost.

1,000-point women

Juniors Jessica Fesenmaier
and Allison Swenson both
reached the 1,000 career point
milestone this season.
Fesenmaier reached the
mark first in the first round of
the NSIC tournament versus
Upper Iowa.
Swenson scored her recordbreaking basket in the season finale versus the Fighting
Sioux.
The two women became the
13th and 14th women to score
more than 1,000.

Lone senior

Senior guard Lindsey
Anderson is the only Dragon

that will be graduating this
spring. Anderson is a fourtime letter winner at MSUM.
She plans on attending St.
Scholastica in Duluth to work
on her graduate’s degree in
biology.

Incoming freshmen

Nelson says two of her
incoming freshmen will have
an immediate impact next
season and will not get red
shirted.
Guard Maggie Slawson
from the Academy of Holy
Angels and forward Jenny
Theisen from Champlin Park
High School will both play an
important role for the Dragons
next season.
Slawson led Minnesota in
total points, 456, and steals,
48. She helped the Academy of
Holy Angels to second place
in the Minnesota State Class
AAA, Section 3 finals.
Theisen
helped
lead
Champlin Park to the
Minnesota State Class AAAA,
Section 7 high school championship in her senior season.
She was also a member of the
All-Tournament team.
Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

jon lambert / the advocate

Junior Shelly Soule scored 11 points, including a 4-of-5 appearence
at the charity stripe, against UND in the loss.

Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they’ll quit smoking right after college...can’t.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN
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Place for Rent

Place for Rent

APARTMENTS FOR RENT.
Summer or school yr. ‘07-08. 1,2,3
& 4 bedrooms. 1-4 people. Also,
efficiency and roommates. Located
between campuses and north of
campus. 218.236.1143

Large 3 bedroom apt. 1/2 block
from MSU, heat & water paid. laundry, dishwasher, garage.
$795.
701.238.0081 June 1

One bedroom, security, quiet, no
parties! Heat- water paid, miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, spotless,
certified crime/drug free housing.
No pets. References and lease
required.
(218) 346-6584 or (701)371-7435
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old Chicago in Fargo) Twinhome, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, attached double garage, Washer/Dryer,
dishwasher, no smoking or pets.
$995+utilities, Dec
through May, negotiable. 701-2988104
1220 14th St N, Mhd – 4 bdrm, 1
bath, attached garage,
hardwood floors, dishwasher,
Washer/Dryer, fenced
brick patio area. $895+utilities, lease
now through
Apr/May. 701-298-8104
January- One and Two Bedroom.
Security, Heat -water paid, Quiet,
NO PARTIES, A/C, mini-blinds with
plugins. Certified Crime/Drug Free
Housing. No pets. 701-371-7435 or
218-346-6584
Immaculate house for rent.
4bd, 2ba large yard, 4season porch,
1 block from msum campus available
immediately
$1100/mo call 701-200-3068
First floor apt, 2 blks. from MSUM.
Heat paid. No Pets. MCFMHP $325
per month. (218) 233-1224 Available
Jan. 1st
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
bdrm apt, available Mar 1! 701-4912530.
Walk to MSUM! Newly remodeled, 2
Across from MSUM! JUNE 1 Huge
4BR 2BA house. dishwasher, free
laundry, parking. 807 10th St. S.
$1180/month; $1180 Deposit; no
pets; tenants pay utilities.
Call 218-329-1308.
1 Female Roomate Needed!
In 2BDR 2BA Apt. Available immediately in South Moorhead near
campus. 2900 17th St S.#107
Rent is $270.00 per month with everything included except for electric.
This is a ground floor unit in a security building. If you have ANY
questions or would like to see
it, please give Heather a call @
(970)331-6946
Housemate, open floor plan,
backyard, big kitchen, free laundry
and wireless, flexible lease, $300
plus utilities. Call Jamie at 701-2122315.
Large 2 bedroom apts. available
starting June or Aug. 1st. Summer
rats of $300.00/month for June, July,
Aug. on a 1yr. lease. School year
rates $425.00 - $460.00. heat and
water pd. These go fast, reserve
yours now! Call Jon at 218.790.4866
for appointment to view.

Beautiful 4 bedroom, 2 bath house
for rent. Big corner lot, patio, privacy
fenced yard. 233.8355
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For Sale

2 bedroom, 1 bath bi-level condo for
sale. Close to MSUM & Concordia!
Attached garage, newer appliances,
nicely decorated. $89,700. 1219
7th st. s. Moorhead.
Call 763-755-7700

Rent early! 1 & 2 Bedrooms available June and Sugust. 1 Bedroom
open now. Heat-water paid. Security,
spotless, quiet. NO Parties! New
Romote A/C, Cieling Fan, Miniblinds,
sorry, no pets, off street assigned
parking with plugins. Certified Crime/
drug free housing. References, lease,
deposit required. 218.346.6584 or
701.371.7435

Help Wanted
Account Executive
Minnesota Public Radio
Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) is
looking for an Account Executive for
our Moorhead office. The Account Executive is responsible for all aspects
of generating underwriting revenue
at MPR. Duties include: secure new
funders for MPR’s 6 programming
services (Classical Music, News &
Information, National Programs, 89.3
The Current, Online & Live Events) to
meet new income targets; service, renew & increase funding levels of current clients to meet both new income
& renewal rate targets; assist with
other development & marketing activities as assigned. Reqs: minimum
of 3 years sales exp in public broadcasting, other media, or intangibles;
proven track record of successfully
meeting income targets through both
prospecting & client upgrades.
To apply, go to http://americanpublicmedia.pulicradio.org/careers/ & clink
on the job openings link or submit a
resume & cover letter to jobs@mpr.
org. EOE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: counselors, speech, and occupational therapists and sides, reading insrtuctors,
recreation, crafts and waterfront personnel needed for a summer camp in
North Dakota. Working with children
with special needs. Salary plus room
and board. Contact:
Dan Mimnaugh
Camp Grassick, Box F
Dawson, ND 58428.
701-327-4251.
grasbek@bektel.com

Services
AMBER VALLEY (behind Old
ChiFeeling lost? Find clarity with
Chan-Ri, a new technique combining Reiki, Tarot and Chakra Clearing.
Special student rate $40 (regular
rate is $60). Contact Sheri (701)3670350 or sheri@astrowork.com for
more information and to schedule an
appointment.
Students enrolled at MSUM have
selected a campus with an excellent reputation for high educational
standards. As a Tri-College consortium member, MSUM students have
additional benefits by having access
to the Tri-College course exchange
program with Concordia and NDSU.
This allows students greater diversity; more schedule flexibility or the
ability to take a class that just sounds
fun. Students have this access at no
additional cost and they can register
right here on campus. For more
information contact your advisor or
check it out on the website at

Look on the next page for
phrases you
NEVER
want to hear on a first date

Kiss birth control costs good-bye for now.
4NOW covers 100% of the cost of birth control, emergency contraception, annual
exams and more. That means you pay zero. So what are you waiting for? If you’re a
student or working woman living paycheck to paycheck, chances are very good that
you qualify for this awesome new program. If you’re a Minnesota resident, find out if
you’re eligible today. Call 1.800.230.PLAN or go to ppmns.org/4NOW.

4NOW is part of the Minnesota Family Planning Program.

“No salad for me, but I’ll have a couple of those mega-burritos.”
“You look so much better in person then you do on the company’s hidden bathroom web-cam.”
“Okay, here’s the plan: After you get into the movie, open the fire door and bang! We save 8 bucks that we
can use later on at Wendy’s!”
“You think I look good NOW? Honey, I’ll look even better when they finish the surgery!”
“Hey, wanna hear your name in Klingon?”
“It looks like you weren’t able to cover up that zit with make up. Can I pop it for you?”
“Sorry about the cell phone in the theater, but my wife could go into labor any minute now.”
“Why don’t you want to go to Hooters? What’re you, a feminist or something?”
“I don’t want to brag, but as of 2 PM today, I have no restraining orders against me.”
“I hope you don’t mind, my mother will be joining us tonight.”
“If I weren’t so heavily medicated, that ice crunching you’re doing would be bugging the crap out of me.”
“Just a warning, loving me means loving Michael Bolton, period.”
“Before I can commit, I’ll have to get input from my cats.”
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accidents, from front
18th Ave

16th Ave

14th Ave

12th Ave

“If there really are two or three accidents a year
at the intersection, that might warrant a (sign).”

10th Ave

-Tom Trowbridge, Moorhead assistant city engineer

12th St

M S U M

13th St
14th St
15th St

16th St

17th St
18th St
19th St
20th St

Stop signs

Yield signs

advocate graphic

Between 20th and 12th Avenue and 20th and 11th Street in Moorhead, where MSUM students park
and near an elementary school, stop and yield signs mark only 15 of 31 intersections, most of which
are on 14th Street. Both 12th and 16th Street lack any signs.

“We average about two (car
accidents) a year,” she said.
Tom Trowbridge, assistant
city engineer for Moorhead,
said there are many similar
situations throughout the city.
He does not know an exact
number.
If a resident has a complaint—like a person did three
years ago over where 20th
Avenue meets 20th Street—a
consultant examines whether
the road needs a traffic sign.
Twentieth Avenue now has a
stop sign.
“The city doesn’t, we don’t
have the staff time to search

The manual also says,
“Violation of these laws is a
leading cause of traffic crashes.”
For Dan Jenny, a resident
who said people fail to look
both ways while driving on
his street, people do not know
this basic driving rule.
“It’s a definite problem
around here,” Jenny said while
his daughter, Julia, played in
their front yard.
Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

through all the accident records up where they’re not actuevery year to try to determine ally warranted, people tend to
or not if there’s a potential ignore them,” he said. “And it
problem,” Trowbridge said. actually creates less safe con“We do rely on
ditions.”
We average about
input from the
The
city
two (car accidents)
public for that.”
depends
on
a year.
Trowbridge
the Minnesota
Yvonne Condell
said there have
Manual
on
Former MSUM professor
been no comUniform Traffic
who lives on the corner
plaints
from
Control Devices
of 12th Street and 14th Avenue
any
resident
for determining
in Moorhead
on 12th or 16th
whether an interStreet about a need for traffic section needs a traffic sign,
signs.
Trowbridge said.
“There have been numer“If there really are two or
ous studies that have actually three accidents a year at the
shown that if you put signs intersection, that might war-

“

money, from front
“Even though we were Winona up on its policy, each
the program she wanted,” scholarship would be renewMonson said.
able.
NDSU’s offer was for four
At Bemidji State, the camyears, and MSUM’s was for pus expects to enroll its largtwo.
est freshmen class this fall
“And that’s not uncom- and is up 38 percent in fundmon,” Monson said, speaking ing deposits, said Mary Jo
about similar situations.
Chirpich, Bemidji Admissions
The circumstances are just as representative.
bad when it comes to schools
Compared to MSUM’s
within the Minnesota State President’s
Honors
Colleges and Universities sys- Scholarship—which
gave
tem, as far as money provided $1,500 to 13 students this school
and renewability.
year with a chance at another
A student last spring was $1,500 next year—Bemidji’s
offered $1,000 for one year Presidential Scholarship gives
by MSUM, but Minnesota 10 awards for $2,500 and $1,500
State University Mankato put the remaining three years.
$20,000 on the table for four.
The MSUM Achievement
“Offering renewable schol- Scholarship gives a one-time
arships can aid as a retention $750 award to a student with
tool, encouraga 26 or 27 ACT
For this current
ing students to
score and a high
generation of
students, prices
stay at MSUM
school rank in
knowing they’d have increased dramatically. the top 50 perreceive
the
cent. For this
Roland Barden
scholarships
school year, 65
MSUM President
the remaining
were awarded.
years if they do well” – and
Bemidji’s
Academic
if money isn’t there, students Achievement scholarship goes
receiving scholarships may to students with a 24 ACT
transfer, Monson said.
score and a high school rankAt Winona State University, ing in the top 30 percent. It is
scholarships are guaranteed a one-time $1,000 award and
for first-year freshmen—but went to 220 students.
only 400 out of 1,200 students
The reason for MSUM’s
actually accept them.
poor scholarship standing
“These freshmen don’t have compared to other schools,
a concept of money,” said Carl according to MSUM President
Stange, Winona Admissions Roland Barden, is twofold.
director. “They didn’t see
“A lot of effort into expandhow it would help them out ing the funds we have availbecause mommy and daddy able for scholarships has, in
are paying the bill.”
fact, been eaten by inflation,”
Apart from apathy, if 1,200 Barden said.
freshmen actually did take
Barden attributes a magnifi-

“

rant a (sign),” he said.
Of residents interviewed
for this article who offered an
opinion, 17 said there should
at least be yield signs on the
corners.
Four others, however, said
traffic signs were unnecessary,
including one man who said:
“Just look both ways. I mean
you don’t need no sign.”
As a rule at intersections
without traffic signs, a driver
must yield to the person on his
or her right, according to the
Minnesota’s Driver Manual.

penny kelley / the advocate

20th Ave
11th St
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cent increase in tuition during
the past five years to slowing
scholarship efforts.
On top of that, he said, the
state had historically kept
tuition costs low—so scholarships haven’t always been a
high-priority goal.
“For this current generation of students, prices have
increased very dramatically,
and we have still to catch up,”
Barden said.
He said Bemidji and NDSU
have athletic programs to help
bring in scholarship dollars,
and Winona’s tuition has risen
faster than MSUM’s, equaling
more money.
“If you look at all of the
financial information for
(Winona), at the end of
President (Darrell) Krueger’s
presidency down there (the)
last few years, every chance
that they had to raise the
tuition, they took it to the
maximum,” Barden said.
But things aren’t all on the
downside.
Monson
said
both
the
President’s
Honors
Scholarship and a Dragon
Scholarship will be renewable,
starting this fall for incoming
freshmen.
Offering her opinion on the
subject of scholarship funds,
Carolyn Zehren, MSUM director of scholarships and financial aid, said, “We need to
grow our scholarship funds.”
Until it does, MSUM is losing high-caliber students.
Morris can be reached
at morrisle@mnstate.edu.

Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

